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film from danny boyle and ben whishaw, the two englishmen who brought us the oscar-winning film

"slumdog millionaire." the film is called "trance," and it stars whishaw as an ordinary guy who
discovers he can lucid dream. in the spirit of "bunny and the bull" and "the matrix," "trance" is a nifty

action-comedy that wants to be both a science fiction and a mind-expanding adventure, not to
mention a little buddy movie. b) probably the more unusual offering of the bunch, a bizarre film from
pakistan that takes the formula of the "twilight" movies and puts it in the land of the lunar eclipse.
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"raaz," like the other movie, is the story of a young couple. it features big names like the pakistani
actress mahira khan and the indian actor saif ali khan, as well as music by the singer-songwriter lata
mangeshkar. but the real star of the movie is aamir khan, who plays the young man who meets his
future wife in a dream and also finds out he can lucid dream. it's a very funny movie, and it is also

pretty magical. 5ec8ef588b
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